
Pitot Kits
Our pitot kits represent a very good cost savings over the individual items.  NEMFG 
makes up pitot kits from any combination of our pitot handles, blades, pressure 
gauges and adds a small sturdy carrying case.  The most popular combinations are 
listed below or you can make up your own from our components and receive the 15% 
savings.  Gauge certification is just $15.00 at the time of purchase.

#700 Pitot Kit:  This kit includes the #104 Round Handle Quick Disconnect Pitot Tube matched with 
our #108 standard blade and the #201 liquid filled gauge (any psi range).             $125.00

#701 Standard Pitot Kit:  This basic kit is still the most popular.  It includes our #101 Hex Handle 
Quick Disconnect Pitot Tube matched with the #108 metal blade and the #201 liquid filled gauge (any 
psi range).  The #901 small case is included.           $145.00

#702 Pitot Kit:  Packaged with the #104 Round Handle Quick Disconnect Pitot and two of the plastic 
blades (straight #109 & #110 notched).  Our #201 liquid filled gauge (any psi range) and #901 small 
case make up this package.                 $125.00

#703 Pitot Kit:  This kit includes the #101 Hex Handle Quick Disconnect Pitot Tube or with the 
standard #108 metal blade.  The gauge is the #202 liquid filled gauge with 1% full scale accuracy (any 
psi range), packaged with the #901 small case.            $150.00

#704 Custom Pitot Kit:  Featuring the #101B Hex Handle Quick Disconnect Pitot Tube, with the ultra-
thin notched blade and the Ashcroft #204 Model 1009AW Flutterguard gauge (any psi range).  This kit 
is also packaged with the #901 small case.                                 $180.00

#705 Favorite Pitot Kit:  Packaged with the #101A Hex Handle Quick Disconnect Pitot Tube with the 
#111 ultra-thin straight blade and the #203 Dry Stabilizer gauge (3.2” Dial & 1% full scale  accuracy in 
any psi range).  The #901 small case is included.           $160.00

#706 Ultra Inspector’s Pitot Kit:  Included is the #107B Ultra-Light Quick Disconnect Pitot Tube with 
the #112 ultra-thin notched blade and the #204 Ashcroft Model 1009AW Flutterguard gauge (any psi 
range).  Spare #111 ultra-thin straight blade, NIST traceable gauge certification and the #901 small 
case finish the deal.           $245.00

#777 New England Manufacturing Pitot Kit: NEW! "The Triple 7" featuring three NEMFG gauges 
and three blades!  This kit contains our #107A Ultra-Light Quick Disconnect Pitot Tube with the #111 
ultra-thin blade and our durable plastic straight and notched blades.  The kit also includes the NEMFG 
exclusive #207 gauges in 0-100psi, 0-160psi and 0-200psi ranges.  Each gauge has a Parker 
#B23N Quick Disconnect fitting with everything packaged into our #901 small case.           $265.00




